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Increasing the value and feasibility of
open pit plans by integrating the mining
system into the planning process
by N. Morales* and P. Reyes†

We present a model that allows us to consider mine production scheduling
coupled with the mining system at different levels of detail: from the
standard origin-destination approach to a network considering different
processing paths. Each of these is characterized by variable costs,
capacities, and geometallurgical constraints.
We then apply this model to a real mine, comparing the results with
those obtained by traditional methodology: the destination of materials
defined a priori, before computing the schedules, using standard criteria
like cut-off grades.
As expected, using optimization to schedule and define dynamically
the best processing alternatives shows a big opportunity for potential
value improvement. However, the main result is that using only origindestination and fixed cut-off grades may produce schedules that are not
feasible when the actual constraints of the mining system are taken into
account. Therefore, it is essential to include the considerations proposed in
the planning process.
:8&21.3
mine planning, optimization, open pit, cheduling, multi-destination,
mining system.
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Mine planning is defined as the process of
mining engineering that transforms the
mineral resource into the best productive
business. A central point of this process is the
production plan, which is a bankable
document that sets the production goals over
the planning horizon (short, medium, or long)
(Rubio, 2006). In turn, this production plan is
supported by a production scheduling that
indicates which part of the resource must be
extracted in each period and what to do with
these portions of the resource in order to reach
the production goals indicated in the
production plan.
In order to deliver a feasible production
scheduling, the mine planning process must
deal with complex issues like operational and
metallurgical limitations, slope angles, stock
handling, design, mining system selection,
fleet considerations, etc. This means that it is
not possible to construct the production
scheduling in a single step considering all the
elements involved, but that the process is split
into different stages, which depending on the
time horizon and level of decision, rely on
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different levels of information and must
comply with different levels of precision and
detail.
Among the relevant aspects that are
traditionally left out by optimization tools for
mine planning, it is possible to mention
(Espinoza et al., 2013): optimal mine design
of phases, roads, and operational space;
equipment considerations like location,
capabilities, and optimal fleet size; optimal
processing capabilities; inventory
management; and stochastic data. As the
planning horizon decreases from long-term to
shorter periods, the length of this list increases
as it must comply with additional considerations of more detailed decision levels (see, for
example, Newman et al., (2010) for a more
detailed presentation of the different decisions
levels).
One example of the increasing complexity
of the information and planning constraints
that we address in the model used in this
study is that long-term production scheduling
is constructed without taking into account the
variability of the ore content within a phase
bench. Indeed, in long-term mine planning,
large portions of material (called bench
phases, see Figure 1 for a graphical example)
are scheduled assuming a homogeneous distribution of materials within the bench. Indeed,
the actual attributes of the rock (like grades or
hardness) change within the bench and
therefore, the availability of ore for processing
is a function of the schedule within the bench,
which in turn is limited, for example, by the
location of the ramps and the type of
equipment used in the mine.

Increasing the value and feasibilitly of open pit plans
The modelling we propose assigns material coming from
the mine to the possible processing path. Depending on this
decision, the corresponding material will have a certain
economic value, but it will use certain processing resources
like crushing time or transportation along the processing
path.
For example, if one portion of material from a mine is
assigned the highlighted path in Figure 3, then its actual
economic value will be:
V
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A result of the example described above is that
constructing medium- and short- term production scheduling
can be very difficult, because the planner must comply with
production goals set in longer-term decisions which are based
on less restrictive constraints. Furthermore, there are very
few computational optimizing tools to aid the short-term
planner, so the process is a manual -trial-and- error
procedure with an important time investment that consists of
finding a feasible scheduling, leaving little room for
optimality in terms of recoverable metal, fleet utilization, and
reserves consumption among other items. Hence, at the end
of the day, the short-term plans are unfeasible (within the
parts of the mine scheduled for production) or the costs are
higher than the optimal.
The approach that we propose aims to advance the
solution of this and other issues related to short-term mine
planning. For this, we integrate considerations related to the
mine, but also elements related to the mining system
downstream.

= –MiningCost − TranspCostMine1ToCrusher1 −
CrushingCost1
−TranspCostCrusher1ToMill1 − MillingCost1
−TranspCostMill1ToPlant2 − ProcessingCost
Plant2 + IncomePlant2.

Certainly, the economic value in this case is different from
that for any other path, and thus the optimal value will
depend on the processing path choices.
Notice that the selection of the best processing path is not
only dependent on the material itself, as assumed when using
cut-offs to make such decisions. Indeed, the best processing
path changes at each moment depending on the available
processing capacities or the blending properties that impact
the recovery at each plant. To account for these elements, we
consider that:
® At each node in the mining system, a certain (possibly
limited) number of resources are used. In this case, the
resource is shared by all the paths going through the
node. For example, in Figure 3 the total milling capacity
at Mill1 is shared by the material coming from either
Crusher1 or Crusher2
® At each node in the mining system there may be
blending constraints that limit, for example, the
maximum content of certain pollutant. This constraint
is applicable mostly at the plant nodes.

 



The standard way of looking at the mining system from a
mine scheduling point of view can be illustrated as in Figure
2, in which material is evaluated in terms of the net profit
with regard to a certain process choice. For example, the
value of a block sent to the plant is different from the value
of the same block sent to the waste dump. In fact, in longterm mine planning, this potential choice is reduced further
on by using cut-off grades. Indeed, the actual destination of a
block is chosen before scheduling simply by assuming that it
will be sent to the most profitable process (plant or waste).
In this paper, we develop a different approach that aims
for a more balanced (and hopefully more realistic) view of the
mining system. We understand the mine planning scheduling
from a pull perspective in which schedules are developed to
maximize value and, therefore, must comply with considerations in terms of capacities, recoveries, and ultimately value.
Our approach considers that there are many processing
alternatives or processing paths. For example, as presented in
Figure 3, an extracted block can go straight to a waste dump,
or it can be sent to either of the two available crushers. In the
latter case, the possibilities depend on the transportation
system (whether the connection exists and its capacity) as
well as the processing limitations of each facility (type of
material, grades, etc).

Mine considerations are among the most studied in the
literature on open pit scheduling. They refer to the techno-
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The strategic decision of determining the optimum final pit
has been effectively treated using the Lerchs-Grossman
algorithm (Lerchs and Grossman, 1965) or the Picard flow
networks method (Picard, 1976; Cacceta and Giannini, 1986).
These methods are based on a block model that characterizes
a mineralized body only in terms of the economic value of
each block and the slope precedence constraints. As a result,
these models are very aggregated and ignore key elements
like mining and processing capacities or the possibility of
selecting the optimal block destination in a dynamic setting.
The problem of generating a production schedule in open
pit mines has also been studied at different levels of detail.
For example, Johnson (1968) introduces a mixed integer
problem for scheduling under capacity, slope angle, and
grade constraints. The mathematical formulation shares
several elements with ours (processing and mining capacity,
grade control, multiple periods and destinations, slope
controls), but the focus is quite different. Johnson (1968)
focuses on strategic planning and introducing the
mathematical formulation. We are more interested in the
impact of more complex models on the planning results.
The problem introduced by Johnson (1968) and
variations of that method have been widely studied, because
it has proven to be very difficult to solve in practical cases
due to the size of the problem. For example, some papers that
provide techniques to speed the resolution of the model are
those by Cacceta and Giannini (1986, 1988), and more
recently Gaupp (2008), Cullenbine, Wood, and Newman
(2011), Bienstock and Zuckerberg (2010), Chicoisne et al.
(2012); and others that propose heuristics are Cacceta,
 

      

Kelsey, and Giannini (1998), Gershon (1983, 1987), or
Dagdelen and Johnson (1986) and Whittle Programming
(1998) for parametric methods. Nevertheless, all these
studies have a different focus than ours, as they concentrate
on the resolution of the problem.
Works that are closer to ours are Kumral (2012, 2015),
which schedule blocks under slope constraints and capacity
constraints (with upper and lower bounds) and where the
model decides the final destination of the blocks. Kumral
(2014) also considers bounds on the grades sent to the plant
and uses conditional simulations to incorporate ore grade
variability and compares the results using a priori cut-off
grades (which is the standard procedure in mine planning)
rather than allowing the model to decide such destinations.
Kumral (2015) includes constraints to reduce production
variation between consecutive periods. Both papers are,
nevertheless, oriented to long-term scheduling, do not
consider the short-term accessibility constraints included in
this work, and focus on block destination and not alternative
processing paths.
Regarding open pit block scheduling for the short term,
Smith (1988) poses a mixed integer programming model that
is responsible for block extraction scheduling in the short
term, with the objective of maximizing the production of the
material of interest, subject to certain constrains on blending,
while ensuring a simple scheme of horizontal and vertical
constrains without considering the presence of stocks. In the
same line, Morales and Rubio (2010) present a model to
maximize the production of metal in a copper mine, subject to
certain geometallurgical constraints. Eizavy and AskariNasab (2012) present aggregation techniques to help solving
a mixed integer model for short-term open pit mining. The
model considered there includes, as ours does, stocks,
blending, and capacity constraints, but with fixed block
destinations and directional constraints in bench accessibility, which is very different from our approach.

"64*8-64506/9-2.8//57+
In this section we present the main notation and the
mathematical formulation of the optimization model used in
this work. A brief introduction to the mathematical model
follows, and then a discussion about its use, limits, and
potential extensions for real applications.


To begin, we consider a set of MRUs B = {1, 2, . . . , N}. Time
is divided in T time periods, given in advance, hence the
production is scheduled in periods t = 1, 2, . . . , T.
Nevertheless, we do not assume that the periods have the
same length.
There exists a set of processing paths D and we denote by
d  D the potential processing paths in the mining system. In
this way, the economic value perceived if MRU i is sent
through processing path d  D is denoted as v(i, d).
While the case study is short-term, we still consider that
value of money over time is adjusted using an discount factor
(t) so that (t) is the present value of a dollar perceived
during time period t. For example, if the time periods had the
same length (a year) and the yearly discount rate is , then
1
we would have that (t) = (1+)t .
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logical aspects needed to comply with a certain slope angle
required for the pit. Furthermore, they also refer to overall
operation size, which translates into mining capacities.
In terms of the mine, we consider that the material is
discretized into mining reserve units (MRUs) (we use the
term reserve as the MRUs are already scheduled for
extraction in the long-term plans). Each MRU may
correspond to a block in the original block model or it can
represent other structures, either larger (drilling polygons) or
smaller (shovel buckets) ones. This depends on long-term
schedules. Notice that the actual set of available MRUs for
scheduling is an input for the model.
For each MRU, there are some attributes that must be
considered in the mining system constraints. For example,
nodes could have capacity constraints. In that case, those
MRUs will have a tonnage attribute stating the maximum
tonnage allowed.
MRUs are also related by precedences referred to the
slope angle or accessibility constraints. Slope precedence
constraints relate to the fact that in an open pit mine there is
a minimum angle to ensure the stability of the pit walls,
hence it is not possible to excavate vertically as much as
desired. Accessibility precedences relate to the fact that in the
short term, there are already ramps constructed, and
extraction will start in those ramps and will be propagated
through the bench. This is, indeed, overlooked in long-term
planning because, as explained previously, scheduling is
done at the bench-phase level of aggregation.

Increasing the value and feasibilitly of open pit plans
We consider two sets of attributes A and Ã. A refers to
the block attributes that participate in capacity constraints
like tonnage or processing times. Ã relates to the attributes
that are averaged, like grades or pollutant contents. The value
of attribute a  A (or a  Ã) in MRU i is denoted by g(i, a).
We model the precedence constraints as a set of arcs E 
B × B, where (i, j)  E means that MRU j has to be extracted
before MRU i. (We provide extensive examples of this in the
case study.)
n
We consider a set of pairs N = {(a, D)}=1 where a  A
and D  D. For any (a, D)  N, and for each t = 1, 2, . . . , T
we are given a minimum capacity (thus a demand) M−(a, D,
t)  R  {−} and and maximum capacity M+(a, D, t)  R 
~
{}. Similarly, we have a second set of pairs N = {(a, D)} n~
~

[1]
Similarly, for processing path d  D, period t = 1, 2, . . . ,
T and stock s  S:
[2]

 # %&#$' %&'
The goal function considers the overall gain obtained from
extracting and processing the MRUs, discounted over the
planning horizon:
[3]

=1

where a  Ã and D  D. For any (a, D)  N, and for each t =
1, 2, . . . , T we are given minimum and maximum average
allowed values B−(a, D, t)  R  {−} and B+(a, D, t)  R 
{}, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that attribute ton
(i), the tonnage of MRU i, is the average of the weights.
Extending the model to arbitrary weights is trivial.
The idea of having lower and upper bounds defined on
sets of processing paths instead of bounds to each of the
processing paths is that, as mentioned in the Introduction,
the associated constraints aim to model limits at the nodes
and, therefore, they will apply over the set of paths that go
through them.
The model also considers a set S of stocks. Each stock can
be seen as a MRU in the sense that all attributes a  A have
to be defined and we denote h(s, a) the value of the attribute
a  A for one ton of stock s  S. We define h(s, ã)
analogously for ã  Ã. Finally, we consider u(s, d) to be the
value of sending one ton of stock s through processing path
d  D.
Note that the above definitions of value and attributes of
stocks are per ton of material. This is because while stocks
are treated similarly to MRUs, they are also different as they
are not subject to precedence constrains. Moreover, it is
possible to extract fractions of them and to send different
fractions through different processing paths.
Given the above, in this model we use stocks only as
possible sources of mineral, and not possible destinations.
This will be discussed further.
A summary of this notation can be found in Table I

 
This subsection introduces the decision variables, the
objective function, and the constraints expressed in
mathematical terms.
The decision variables are related to the decision whether
to mine a given MRU, when to do so, and what processing
path is chosen for that MRU; and similarly for material at the
stockpiles. The constraints considered are those described
above: capacity, blending, and precedence. Other constraints
include scheduling constraints and constraints related to the
nature of the variables.

'"%!&'%"
Finite mass—The following constraint simply ensures that
each MRU is processed at most once and sent through at
most one processing path. For all MRU i  B:
[4]

Similarly, for each stock s  S.
[5]

where ton(i) is the weight (in tonnage) of stock s  S.
Precedence constraints—As described before, these
constraints are encoded in sets of arcs. They read, for each
t = 1, 2, . . . , T and for (i, j)  E :

Table I
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B

Set of MRUs

T

Number of periods

A
~
A

Set of blending attributes

D

Set of processing paths

S

Set of stocks

E

Set of precedence arcs

i, j

MRUs, elements of B

Set of capacity attributes

t

Time period, t  {1, 2, . . . , T}

v(i, d)

Economic value perceived if processing path d  D is
chosen for MRU i  B
Value of attribute a  A (or Ã) of MRU i  B

g(i, a)
M −(a, D, t)
M+(a, D, t)

Minimum and maximum capacities for attribute for
processing path d  D  D at period t  {1, 2, . . . , T}

B−(a, D, t)
B+(a, D, t)

Minimum and maximum average values for attribute
for processing paths d  D  D at period t  {1, 2, . . . , T}

(t)

Update factor for period t  {1, 2, . . . , T}

!&!#"

u(s, d)

We consider, for each MRU i  B, processing path d  D, and
period t = 1, 2, . . . , T , the variable

Economic value perceived if one ton of stock s  S is sent
through processing path d  D

h(s, a)

Value of attribute a  A (or Ã) of stock s  S

L
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[6]
Capacity—For any time period t = 1, . . . , T and (a, D)  N ,
we have that:
[7]

~
Blending—For any time period t = 1, . . . , T and (a, D)  N,
we have:
[8]

bench-by-bench extraction. This means that, within each
phase, it is not possible to start the extraction of a lower
bench unless the one immediately overlying it has been
completely mined. For this, it suffices to mark as
predecessors all the MRUs located in the bench phase
immediately above a given one.
Another type of constraint that can be modelled using
precedence constraints is related to the minimum/maximum
distance (in benches) that must/can exists between two
contiguous phases in the mine. For example, if we consider a
minimum lead of three benches between hypothetical phases
1 and 2, this can be represented as imposing the requirement
that MRUs in bench 1 of phase 2 are predecessors of MRUs
in bench 4 of phase 1.

%&& &'$#&#'%$!""&'#'%

Scheduling constraints—We also consider several constraints
that allow fixing or limiting the schedule of the MRUs. This is
useful, for example, to construct heuristics for resolution of
the problem or to compare the solutions obtained with other
approaches (see later for examples). For this, we consider for
each MRU i, time periods  −(i),  +(i) {1, 2, . . . , T}
where MRU i cannot be extracted before  −(u) and has to be
extracted by period  +(u).
These constraints read:
[9]
and
[10]


!! &%$$#'&'$ '"%!&'%"$%!%$!# %$"# &&
!%#&!$" #"
The above formulation can be used, for example, to impose
capacity or blending constraints that apply only to a certain
set B  B of MRUs. For this, it suffices to create an attribute a¯
such that g(i, a¯) = 0 if MRU i / B. In this way, the MRUs
outside B do not participate in the capacity or blending
constraints. An example of this is the simulating the
assignment of loading equipment to certain parts of the mine
(see below for more details). The same technique can be
used, for example, to impose capacities on the stocks.

&&'$$&&%&'$ $#"%&'!%&'"$$ #""&'$!%"
Similarly to the example above, by creating dummy
attributes, it is possible to place a restriction such that MRUs
in a given set B  B (and/or from given stocks) are not sent
through a certain processing path d  D.
Using the above two techniques it is possible preset the
processing paths for certain MRUs or, for example, to fix cutoff grades for a given process path, or to force the condition
that the material of a given stock follows some specific path.

#' #' $#%! %&'$!'$&'&$!'$!&
#!$ '"%!&'%"
Precedence constraints can be used, for example, to model
 

      

The model presented does not consider the capacities of the
shovels or transportation fleet explicitly. Therefore, it cannot
be used, in a direct manner, to optimize the assignment of
loading equipment to different sectors of the mine over time.
However, assignments of loading equipment can be modelled
as capacities to specific parts of the mine or time periods (as
described previously). Conversely, given a certain assignment
of the loading equipment, it is possible to model it by
considering capacities in specific parts of the mine, at specific
time periods. This approach allows us to use the model to
optimize loading fleet assignments by looking at different
potential scenarios.

#&'$$"% "
In general, it is difficult to model stocks, because the
attributes of the stocks (grades, tonnage) change with the
schedule being computed. For example, one possible (but
extreme) model consists of assuming that the grade of the
stock is the average grade of its current content. This is
highly nonlinear assumption, and thus difficult to solve.
Even worse, it is not realistic, because mixing is not
homogeneous, thus the stock ends up with layers of different
grade.
In the case of the model proposed in this paper it is
possible to consider stocks as an input, as described before,
but also as a possible destination for the MRUs. The actual
scheduled process could then be split into several small
stages: no mixing in the stocks occurs for a number of
periods, then the stocks are updated accordingly to the
material sent to them, and the scheduling process continues.

%#$ # %&#$' %&'"
An advantage of using a mathematical formulation of the
problem is the fact that the objective function is very flexible.
For example, it suffices to set (t) = 1 in case of
undiscounted cash flows. Moreover, the economic value could
refer only to costs that need to be minimized. Further on,
considering the fact that different processing paths may lead
to different metallurgical recoveries, it allows consideration of
the case of maximizing the net mineral production.

%#'!%&#$!%&'"
Depending on the choice of variables, it is possible to write
equivalent formulations of the problem above that may be
better suited for computational purposes. For example, it is
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In the actual formulation of the problem, we transform
these constraints to their equivalent linear representation.

Increasing the value and feasibilitly of open pit plans
possible to use a by-formulation of the variables that allows
the use of efficient solving schemes based on relaxation of
certain constraints. A more detailed discussion on these
topics can be found in in Espinoza et al. (2013).

)-81506/98,81587083
In this section we introduce the case study used for applying
the model described in the previous sections, as well as the
experiments that were carried out.

638934).&
For the case study, and in order to keep actual data
confidential, we show only the information that is relevant
for presenting the results. We have also normalized values
like production tonnage, as described later.
The case study is of a porphyry copper mining complex
consisting of two open pits or sub-mines, Mine1 and Mine2.
The actual mining system consists of several crushers
(including some in-pit), conveyor belts, intermediate
stockpiles, and uses trucks for transportation. There are three
different final processes, in some cases with more than one
location each. Each block has more than 20 different
processing paths.
All the alternatives mentioned previously are included in
the modelling of the problem and its resolution, but for the
sake of simplicity and to keep information confidential, we
report for an aggregated system as shown in Figure 4. Note
that standard planning procedures work at this level of
aggregation, therefore it is also useful for comparison
purposes.
In our case study, the most profitable plant is Plant1, but
it is also the one with more geometallurgical constraints.
Plant2 and Plant3 have lower mineral recoveries and take
longer to process the ore. Indeed, although no discount rate is
applied between different periods in the planning, the
economic values of MRUs sent to Plant2 and Plant3 are
penalized according to the time required to produce the final
product.
The planning horizon consists of a trimester, split into 12
periods with different lengths (from 4 days to 11 days). See,
for example, Table II for details.
The capacity and blending constraints that affect the
system are discussed below.

!! &%$ '"%!&'%"
Capacity constraints are summarized in Table II. We are given
three different mining capacities regarding the transportation

limits: one upper bound for each mine (Mine1 and Mine2)
and one for the entire mining complex. It should be noted
that the joint capacity of both pits is larger than the global
capacity of the mine, which allows some flexibility in the
process.

#'&'$ '"%!&'%"
The case study included only one geometallurgical constraint,
on Plant1, referring to a minimum Cu/Fe ratio of 0.5 for
material fed to that plant in order to guarantee the efficiency
of the process.

# ##' #$ '"%!&'%"
In terms of precedence constraints, we consider slope
constraints, accessibility constraints at each bench, and
bench-by-bench constraints.

#$ '"%!&'%"
These constraints are given by a certain slope angle  and a
tolerance height z. Given two MRUs i, j, we consider that j is
a predecessor of i if the mass centre of j lies in the upper cone
with the vertex at the mass centre of i and angle , and the
vertical distance between these mass centres is at most z.
For example, in Figure 5a, MRU j is a predecessor of MRU i
but jt is not, because although it is within the cone of angle ,
it is farther than z above the mass centre of i.
Notice that the threshold z is used only to limit the
number of arcs created in this way. Using this parameter is
very common and does not mean that slope constraints are
violated.
As seen in Figure 5, due to transitivity, the MRU jt is a
predecessor of i even though the arc itself is not explicitly
in E.

#""&&&%$&%&'$!$!"#$#' 
At each bench phase we consider at least one special MRU i0
representing the location of a ramp (see Figure 5b). Then,
from this MRU i0, we compute the shortest Euclidean path
that goes through MRUs in that bench phase, and add the

Table II
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6
7
7
11
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7
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35
41
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64
58
41
41
23
58
41
41
41

36
42
42
66
60
42
42
24
60
42
42
42

59
64
69
100
92
63
70
44
94
67
62
66
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9
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6
3
5
10
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3
6
4
6
5
7
7

17
13
17
30
29
17
20
12
26
18
21
21
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including the scheduling and processing path decisions
as variables and not inputs.
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precedence constraints accordingly. This allows us to
guarantee that extraction within a bench phase (a) is
propagated from the ramps, and (b) remains always
continuous.

#' #' $#%! %&'

As is mentioned in the description, schedules STD and
FIXED do not take into account the mining system, but only
the source and destination capacities. This is, indeed, the
standard procedure in most mines (including this case
study). This scheme is shown in Figure 2. In this case,
intermediate nodes (including their associated capacities and
constraints) are ignored in favour of an aggregated view that
takes into account only the source and potential destinations.
For this reason, it was important to see whether these
new elements introduced any changes in the resulting
schedules or the assignment of MRU destinations. For this,
we set two instances in which we considered the complete
mining system but forced the model to comply with the STD
and FIXED schedules, respectively. It was required to force
the extraction of the MRUs at the same time periods of the
corresponding schedules, and also to assign the actual
processing path and comply with all the constraints along
these paths.

We also use precedence constraints to ensure that the
extraction of a bench phase occurs only when the overlying
bench has already been extracted. For this, we include
precedence constraints between the MRUs of the lower
bench and the MRUs at the top, as explained previously (see
Figure 5c).
Notice that as these constraints relate only MRUs in the
same phase, they cannot substitute slope precedences, which
may affect MRUs from different phases.

83)/43967.9676/&353



The resulting production plans are presented in Figure 6, in
which we have de-aggregated the production for each
schedule in terms of the final destination of the material.
We recall that the planning periods have different
lengths, which translate into capacities that change from
period to period.
Overall, these production plans show that the results
obtained improve as more detail of the mining system is
considered. More specifically:

The experiments generate production schedules using the
optimization model and we compare them to the standard
approach. The results of the experiments allow us to compare
three scenarios: considering all the relevant short-term
constraints (MODEL), with the MRU destinations defined
beforehand (FIXED), or the standard approach (STD).
® STD corresponds to schedules and production plans
obtained using the standard methodology available at
the mine. In this case, the schedule is done at the
beginning. The method takes into account the
properties (attributes) of each individual MRU to define
its final destination (and not the processing path that
leads to it). Then the schedule is reviewed to satisfy
mining and blending constraints at the final destination
® FIXED is a special case in which we preset the final
destination of the MRU in the same way as in STD, and
then schedule using the same considerations about
mining and final destination capacities and blending
constraints. In this case, the schedule used is the
optimization model presented previously, but
collapsing all the processing paths. Therefore, there is a
unique aggregated path per destination, so as to mimic
the STD case (See Figure 2 as an example)
® MODEL represents the resulting schedules and plans of
our model. In this case, the economic values of the
MRUs are computed for each possible processing path,
and capacities and blending constraints are set at the
node levels in the complete mining system. The
scheduling process is carried out by the model, but also
 

      

 

® As expected, production schedules originating from
optimization models tend to fulfill capacity constraints
easily. However, the STD plan fails to comply with the
mining tonnage constraint in some periods (see Figure
6, for example at periods 5 and 9). This is due to the
fact that STD doesn’t consider those constraints in the
model
® FIXED and MODEL schedules tend to make better use
of the processing capacities. For example, as there is no
imposed capacity constraint on Plant3, both schedules
make greater use of processing paths to that
destination
® As there are no lower bounds imposed in the total
mining tonnage, MODEL is able to produce higher
production plans with less material extraction. For
example, in periods 4 and 5 the total mined tonnage
(stocks included) is about 85% of total capacity.

!0272-5096/)8
The economic values of the three schedules are presented in
Table III, normalized by the value obtained using the
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In this section we present and discuss the results obtained
from the numerical experiments.
Firstly, we show the production plans obtained and some
general conclusions. Next, we present the main result of this
work, which shows the relevance of integrating the mining
system in the mine scheduling. Finally, we analyse the
differences in the production plans obtained.

Increasing the value and feasibilitly of open pit plans
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Table III
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STD
FIXED
MODEL

1.00
1.44
1.58

standard methodology. The numbers presented here must be
regarded only as a reference because, as discussed later,
there are several considerations to take into account.
The scheduling FIXED (fixed destinations) results in a
plan with value 44% higher than the traditional methodology
(STD). Moreover, if we consider the destinations as part of
the decision process (MODEL), the value is 14% higher than
FIXED. In total, we obtain an increase of 58% with respect to
STD.
The increase in value using optimization models for
scheduling is expected and well documented in many case
studies (see, for example, Caccetta and Giannini, 1988;
Chicoisne et al., 2012). The increase due to selecting the
optimal destination is also expected (see, for example,
Kumral, 2013). Using an optimization model tends to
produce superior results compared with manual or semiautomated procedures, within the corresponding model.
Indeed, it is very important to note that these increases in
value are not always reflected, because there are operational
constraints not considered in the model. In our case it is
important to take into account the following:
® STD is the only scheduling considered that satisfies the
requirements of the planning procedure. Accordingly, it
is the more realistic plan. Recall that STD considers
only an aggregated level of constraints (for example, as
in Figure 2) and therefore the model has less
constraints than the corresponding MODEL version (as
in Figure 4)
® Conversely, while FIXED and MODEL can be seen as
good guides for constructing an operational plan, these
models do not take into account all the complexities of
a scheduling. Therefore, their economic values tend to
be over-optimistic. Previous experiences comparing
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results from STD and FIXED show that about half of
the increase by using a scheduling algorithm is lost in
operational considerations (see Vargas, Morales, and
Rubio, 2009a, 2009b for example). Then, we could
expect a value increase of about 22%
® The economic value of MODEL has been evaluated
under the same parameters as STD and FIXED, that is,
at the origin/destination level using average costs.
Nevertheless, the actual optimization process used
costs to each processing path and the scheduling is
optimized accordingly.
Despite the above considerations, we conclude that there
is a huge potential value increase to be gained by means of
optimized schedules. Furthermore, this approach allows the
optimization model to choose the actual processing
alternative for the material.
It may be also tempting to conclude that the potential of
value optimization depends on scheduling instead of grade
optimization. This requires further analysis because, as
discussed in the following section, our experiments show that
STD and FIXED cannot be applied because they do not satisfy
the mining system constraints.

 
 
We would like to point out how feasible it is to let the model
choose the schedule. Thus, we set up an experiment taking
into account the following considerations:
1. We used the same mining system modeling as in
MODEL, i.e., we included all the intermediate nodes
with the corresponding constraints
2. We included an additional constraint indicating that
the extraction period of each MRU must be the same
as in STD and FIXED
3. We allowed the model to schedule: the model chooses
the processing path (and therefore, the final
destination).
We expected that the model would produce a schedule
with different choices for the destinations and with higher
value. As it turned out, the resulting schedules were
unfeasible. This means that there was no possible
assignment of processing paths to the MRUs that would
comply with the capacities and blending constraints (at the
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detailed mining system), but also respecting the schedule of
STD or FIXED. Therefore, we conclude that these schedules
were unfeasible from the very beginning.
We would like to stress that in the above experiment, the
decision of which processing paths to use (and therefore
destination) was made by the model. That is, even with this
added flexibility the problem still remained unfeasible.
In the following sections we provide some analysis to
illustrate how the schedules differ.


The changes in the production plans presented in the
previous section also suppose changes in the production
schedule. Table IV shows how the FIXED and MODEL
schedules make different decisions regarding the extraction
time for individual MRUs. The rows of the table are separated
for each mine and correspond to the following.
® Same—This corresponds to the MRUs that are
scheduled at the same time period as in the STD case
® Schedule Before—This corresponds to the fraction of
MRUs that were scheduled at a period strictly before
the period in the STD case
® Schedule After—This is the fraction of MRUs scheduled
for extraction at a period strictly after the period in STD
® New Schedule—This corresponds to MRUs that were
not scheduled for extraction in STD, but are now
scheduled at a certain period
® Not scheduled—This is the case of MRUs that were
originally scheduled for extraction by STD, but now
they are left unmined by the corresponding schedule.
We observe from Table IV that, overall, the scheduled
period remained the same in only about half of the cases, and
that the decision for MRUs that were mined in all schedules
is significant and accounts for about 20% of the tonnage.
What is more interesting is that there are very large
differences in terms of the MRU being mined in the
schedules. Indeed, if the destination decisions are the same
as in the STD case (which is the FIXED plan), there is a
difference of about 20% in terms of areas scheduled for
mining, but this difference increases to 30% when
destinations can be changed (MODEL case).



Table V is constructed as follows. On each row we have
the tonnage that the solution for STD or FIXED sent to the
corresponding destination, but split according to the solution
for MODEL. For example, the row Plant1 corresponds to
material sent to Plant1 by FIXED. It indicates that 6.1% of the
total mineral content was sent by the fixed destination to the
plant (Total column), but the MODEL solution did the same
for only 5% of this material, while 1.1% remained
unextracted.
A first conclusion from Table V is that the there is a
change of approximately 13% in the chosen destination of
MRUs, as there are values that differ from zero outside the
diagonal of the table. The only exception to this is the Plant2
destination. Indeed, both solutions send exactly the same
0.4% of the total tonnage to this destination.
We also observe that, while the total tonnage of material
sent to Plant1 is not significantly different, MODEL mines
less material by reducing the material sent to the waste dump
while still increasing production, in particular the usage of
Plant3.

270/)35273967.9()4)18921;
We have successfully modelled the mining system and
extraction of an open pit operation under complex considerations and constraints of short-term planning that include
accessibility, blending constraints, transportation and
processing costs, slope angles, mining and processing
capacities, etc

Table IV
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Mine1

Same
Schedule Before
Schedule After
New Schedule
Not Scheduled

50
13
8
11
18

50
9
5
10
26

Mine2

Same
Schedule Before
Schedule After
New Schedule
Not Scheduled

46
15
4
21
14

43
11
6
22
18

In order to compare the results obtained using a predefined
destination for the MRUs with those obtained by letting the
model choose the best option, we compare the actual
destinations assigned to the MRUs in Table V.

Table V

249-578.
STD and

FIXED

 

Not mined
WstDump
Plant1
Plant2
Plant3
Total

55.3
5.6
1.1
0.0
0.7
62.7
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" %!
'/674

'/674
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246/

3.0
15.6
0.0
0.0
0.1
18.6

0.9
0.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
6.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.4

2.2
1.9
0.0
0.0
8.2
12.3

61.4
23.1
6.1
0.4
8.9
100.0
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Increasing the value and feasibilitly of open pit plans
We applied our model to a real case study, for which we
conducted a series of experiments, in particular to compare
the effect of using fixed rules to determine the destination of
the blocks or MRUs (using, for example, cut-off grades)
rather than leaving the optimal decision to the model.
The results show a high potential increase in the final
value of a schedule under similar operational constraints,
which is expected when comparing output from an
optimization model with practice. Even better, the results
also show an important potential in terms of using dynamic
cut-off grades in order to optimize the final value of a mine
operation, even under the hard limitations of volumes and
design imposed by medium- and long-term decisions.
Even though the obtained schedule is not fully
operational, it is close enough to provide a good guide for
planners. Even more important, it allows the planner to make
more robust decisions by exploring different scenarios. For
example, although it is not reported in this article, we have
used the model to study how the scheduling and processing
path decisions change in the case of operational failure of the
crushers, as well as considering different MRU definitions to
study the impact of dilution of the scheduling process.
In terms of extensions of this work, we see at least the
following research topics and applications:
(1) Improving the computation time, in order to be able
to tackle more scenarios and larger case studies
(2) Improving the geometrical constraints imposed in the
model so as to obtain schedules closer to operational
ones
(3) Extending the models in order to deal with
operational variability or geological and operational
uncertainties.
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